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Logline

A

boy and girl engage in a seductive
game of emotional warfare to
fulfill their insatiable desire for power and
control.

short

Synopsis

A

boy and a girl: cocky, cool, and
uncompromising, engage in a seductive
game of emotional warfare to fulfill their
insatiable desire for power and control.
In a manic display of vanity, self-indulgence,
and obliviousness, they dance, showcasing
how powerful, cunning, and capable they are:
that they are the one on top.
Their climactic burst of narcissistic rage
throws them into each other’s arms, forcing
them to realize that indeed, they do need
each other--that ceasing the perpetual fight
gives them a chance at happiness and to
discover who they truly are.

full

Synopsis

A

boy and a girl and back-to-back: cocky,
cool, and uncompromising.

She’s driven, shrewd, chic, and cultured. She
knows that she can make much of the world
bend to her wants and will fight until she gets it.
He’s cocky, charismatic, and naturally smart.
He floats through life--free of care, free of
responsibility, free of being beholden to anyone.
He ands for nothing, fights for nothing: he will
not be tied down.

They peacock their
feathers riking proud
poses, flaunting their
undeniable superiority.
Despite their contempt,
they can’t control their
electrifying attraction.
Their diru only entices
them more to engage in a
game of ego take-down.
Standing
face-to-face,
they acknowledge each
other as a worthy
opponent — the game of
seductive warfare begins.

T

he game arts under the guise of polite social
conventions: a playful game of classic cat and mouse.
She pursues, demanding outright to be recognized; he
escapes, delighting in his resiance to being tied down.
Tired of the subtle back-and-forth, the girl seizes control,
escalating the war to its final battle--she is ready for victory.
Using her boldened sexuality, she entrances him under her
intoxicating spell.

He’s now completely under her
control--a puppet at the tip of her
fingertips.

She walks away in victory, relishing
in the subservience that now defines
him. She sends a final glance in his
direction, a come-hither message to
her obedient puppy dog.

But wait...not so fast...

H

e walks towards her, each
ep growing more confident
than the la. He has a plan of
total, utter deruction.

But will he use the same tactics as
she? ...No, for that wouldn’t scar.
He needs a sly way, a quiet way,
a completely unassuming way to
execute his vengeance.

He finally reaches her, a lion in
sheep’s clothing. His hands grasp
her tense shoulders, his fingertips
caress her cheek.

With each progressing touch she melts further into his arms. The
hardened persona she’s fought so hard to build softens as she enjoys
the benefits of mutual affection, the cessation of sexualized warfare,
and a release of the ruggle to perpetually fight for power.

Leading her to love’s tender kiss, he pulls her lips to his. The war is over.
They are uniting, becoming one. She leans into him, her eyes closed in a
dreamy surrender.

Until...BAM!!!
He pushes her, thruing
her lonely corpse to the
side.
He bounces, cackling in
provoking glee, taunting
her for her upidity in
falling for his devious
trick.
For why would he ever
love when it brings
nothing but pain?

She ands alone, completely numb.
But this temporary dip into
weakness la s only as a
momentary lapse in judgment.
She turns away: a devious
gleam in her eye. She is ready,
and this time, she won’t lose.

The final battle begins. She lunges
forward for the kill, he swoops
back to avoid. He slices to the
side for an ending blow, she
ducks to escape.

As their battle intensifies, so do
their egos grow. What arted
as playful, seductive fun, has
turned into a blundering display
of vanity, self-indulgence, and
obliviousness. They devolve

into their own worlds, completely
blind to each other. They dance in
a thru ful rage for themselves
alone.

Unable to control the mania of this outbur, they are thrown into each
other’s arms. Looking into each other’s eyes, they finally realize that
indeed, they do need each other, that ceasing the perpetual fight gives
them a chance at happiness and to discover who they truly are.
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FAQ’s
Answered by Director & Choreographer
Caroline Liviakis

I had the idea for a while of a Jitterbug-esque dance with a
girl in a checkered red dress and a boy in saddle shoes and
suspenders, dancing together in playful joy along windows
with beaming sunlight.

How did you come
up with the idea
for the piece?

I love the visual yle of Tom Ford’s menswear
advertisements. The ad aehetic is so modernly sexual, but
the clothing’s influences are classic 50’s and 60’s. The ads
result in a retro feel with a bold, modern twi. I wanted to
re-create that same aehetic within all elements of this film.

Once I heard the music my brother composed, I was at a
and-ill as the song’s rong, deep sound didn’t fit the
original vision I had. After liening to the song over and over
again, it suddenly it hit me: this dance is a war, a seductive
power take-down initially disguised as a playful game of cat
and mouse. Dawning retro black outfits, they fight in an
abandoned parking garage, bathing in blue light. From there
the piece was born.

What were the aesthetic
influences for the film?

What was the inspiration behind the lighting design?
I wanted to create a hallway of light that the dancers would primarily battle within. The hallway isolates them and gives a clear
sense of direction. There would also be a second hallway that intersects. One pathway represents the boy and the one the girl.
Ju like the characters they represent, the pathways intersect, crossing into battle, yet simultaneously meet in the middle,
uniting. These hallways would be lit by 56, blue LED tubes. We added four Sharpies with ark white light on the diagonals,
shining a spot in the central meeting place. With this we have a super modern, myerious, cool-toned look. I however thought
we weren’t done there, that some warm tones were needed to fully capture the emotional underbelly of this piece. I also loved
the idea of visible light sources, particularly ones that would bring the vintage elements to the lighting that we see elsewhere
in the film. Thus, we added eight Par Cans on the floor, surrounding the dancers like a fighting ring.

-

Were there any memorable
or funny moments from set?

This was a small but memorably funny moment for me. None
of the crew had seen any of the choreography prior to the
fir filming date, so they had no idea what to expect.
After
the fir sequence was shot Aakash, the
cinematographer, watched the fir playback and yelled out,
“please play it at regular speed, no double-time.” Antoine, our
fir AC, yelled back “I’m not playing it in double-time, that’s
the real speed!”

I want people to see the incredible potential that dance holds
for film. That dance, in and of itself, can effectively and
brilliantly tell a ory that audiences, regardless of dance
knowledge, can underand, enjoy and relate to. I see great
potential for the growth of dance in film; I hope this film
ignites that same sentiment in audiences.
I believe that dancers do not merely belong in the
background, that dance is more than ju a fun interlude
between the 'real' acting or the 'real' ory, that the
choreography
is the script. I think this is possible not only in a
short film, but in a feature film form as well. This is something
I am eagerly working towards.

What do you hope people
will get out of this film?

Credits & Technical
Specifications
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CREDITS

CAST
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Director & Choreographer
Producer
Cinematographer
Composer
Assiant Director
Editor
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Colori
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Graphic Design
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Caroline Liviakis
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Caroline Liviakis
Drew Weaver
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Jose Caldera
Aakash Raj
Mike Turnbull
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Anaasi Mavrides
Diana Makhshikyan
Jimmy Sudekum
Mario Noyola
Rosemary Shahani
Renee Liviakis

Paul Barris
Caroline Liviakis

TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS
Resolution: 2.8 K
Frame Rate: 48
Aspect Ratio: 1.85:1
Color: Color
Format: Digital
Camera: Alexa Mini
Lenses: ANGENIEUX zoom
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